«Unique Tuva» package
Duration: 6 – 7 hours
Departure at 09.00 from AZIMUT Hotel Kyzyl
Length: 110 km
Accommodation: single/double, Standard/ Junior Suite, 2 days, breakfast included.
Minimum group of 3 people.
Transfer and guide are provided.
For one evening you will see a unique and charming sculptural complex "Center of Asia", get acquainted with the
sights of the city of Kyzyl, visit the national Museum with the hall "Gold of the Scythians", dine in the amazing place
of the Yurt complex"Aldyn-Bulak", and the performers of throat singing will show you their skills and enchant the
magic of Hoomey, and at sunset near the fire you will participate with a mysterious shaman in the purification
ceremony "San Salyr".
During a tour of the city Kyzyl you will visit: the first constructed
building in the city, the embankment of the Yenisei river, and the
complex "Center of Asia", Buddhist temple Tsechenling Area "Arat",
fountain complex, Prayer wheel and other historical places of the city.

On the territory of Tuva, in the Valley of the Kings, in the early 2000s,
archaeologists presented the world a real sensation, which radically changed the
General idea of the Scythian civilization, its history. In the mound of Arzhaan-2
was found more than 20 kg of gold 990 high sample, or rather jewelry and
attributes of this metal. This collection of gold objects, as well as metal objects
inlaid with gold, is secretly called"the main archaeological discovery of the XXI
century"....
Aldyn-Bulak (Golden Source) — ethno-cultural complex made in the
form of a model of the Universe, the movement of planets in the galaxy.
The sun and the planets presented in the form of a Yurt. Accordingly, the
layout of its ring: seven yurts are built around four, and four — around
one Central. The Central restaurant serves traditional Tuvan dishes.

Throat singing is a unique art form of sound extraction, in which the performer
extracts two notes at the same time: the main tone and overtone. Thus is
obtained two-voice solo. Such singing is typical for small peoples of Siberia,
Mongolia, Tibet and some other peoples of the world. Interest in throat singing
is steadily growing because of its unusual nature, as it seems simply incredible
the fact that these sounds are made by a person. Hearing them, you feel that you
have come into contact with an archaic culture filled with mysticism.

Shamanism-an early form of religion, which is based on the belief in the
communication of the shaman with the spirits in a trance. Shamanism is
associated with magic, animism, fetishism and totemism. Shaman,
according to shamanists, is a mediator between the world of people and
the "world of spirits". Tuvan shaman could camlough at any time of the
day, it was late in the evening and night were considered the most
favorable for the ritual.

Package name

Accommodation

Guide, language

Single, Standard
Unique Tuva

Total accommodation (2
nights, incl. Breakfast
and VAT 20%) +
excursions
19 790 (1 person)

RUSS/ENG
Double, Standard

33 850 (2 persons)

Single, Junior Suite

23 790 (1 1 person)

Unique Tuva

RUSS/ENG
Double, Junior
Suite

41 580 (2 persons)

Single, Standard

23790 (1 person)

Unique Tuva

From 01.01.1930.06.19;
01.09.19-31.12.19

RUSS/ENG
Double, Standard

37 580 (2 persons)

Single, Junior Suite

31 790 (1 person)

Unique Tuva

RUSS/ENG
Double, Junior
Suite

45 580 (2 persons)
01.07.19-31.08.19

